
Nuclear Medicine: Isotope Calibrators
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- CoΠ
1bines modern technology with user friendly,

straight— fb rward operation

뇹) Stores calibration factors for all isotopes used in

nuclear Inedicine with direct access to FIve of theln

:i:●

:i:: Features auto —start, auto -print and auto —reset fUnctions

:=: CoΠ 1plies with IEC 61145

The CURIEMENTOR 3 isotope calibrator enables users to

Πleasure activity of radioactive isotopes as used fbr a11

medical applications in diagnostic and therapeutic nuclear

Hledicine and in intravascular brachytherapy. Great ilnpor—

tance has been attached to the design of the instrurlilent to

fbcus on the needs of operators. The display and keYboard

p anel with its Πat keys are specially designed fbr intuitive

handling and easy cleaning in case of contalnination. The

Ineasuring results can either be displayed in Bq, Ci or in A.

The pressurized we11-type ionization chamber has nearly

4π nleasuring geonletyy and connects to the display unit

by a 1.8 nl connection cable, which Inakes it possible to

shield the chalnber sep arately. A radioactive check device

is available to check the proper perfbrmance of the

device regularly. The display unit is supplied with an

RS2B2 interface. A printer can be connected optionally.

The printing Inode can be set for labels or endless— paper

0n the CURIEMENTOR display unit.

orderlng InforΠ lat묘 on

L981108 CURIEMENTOR 3 isotope calibrator 115/230 V

inc1. display unit, chamber and liner

L981141 CURIEMENTOR B isotope calibrator 115/230 V

with wa11 Inount display unit, inc1. chamber and liner

▷ options ραℓe II 4∬
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對 State— of느 the— art developlnent of an isotope calibrator

斡 Stores calibration f¸ ctors for all isotopes used in

nuclear Πledicine with direct access to thirty ofthem

對· Displays nleasuring results continuously for isotopes

with vely short half느 value tilne

용·· Provides data logging and data transfdr via an RS232

interf¸ ce

萃· Complies with IEC 61145

The CURIEMENTOR 4 isotope calibrator is a highly

sophisticated instrulnent fbr activity IIleasureIIlents in

nuclear IIledicine including PET●  It includes and exceeds

the features of the CURIEMENTOR 3 isotope calibrator˚

The user has direct access to 30 diffdrent isotope calibra—

tions. When Hleasuring isotopes with rapid decay, the dis—

played Hleasuring values are updated each half second,

which provides continuous display. 18F activities of up to

92 GBq for PET applications can be Πleasured. Up t0 140

measuring results including administrative data can be

stored internally. The fdatures with respect to the chamber

design, check device, RS2B2 interfⅱ ce and printer option

are identical with the CURIEMENTOR 3 features.

order요 ng 工nforlnat묘 on

L981142 CURIEMENTOR 4 isotope calibrator 115/230 V

inc1●  display unit, chaIIlber and liner

L981144 CURIEMENTOR 4 isotope calibrator 115/2BO V

with vva11 II10unt display unit, inc1. chaIIlber and liner

▷ options ρα∬e I I 4∬
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